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Once, well, actually more than once, there was a girl like so many others; taken by the 
men of the North to the land beyond. This girl was named Marjun. Her hair as red as 
flame, her body fit and strong, and her beauty beyond compare. She milked cows by the 
sea, and by way of escapism, over the long hours of the day, she imagined a thousand 
friendships with the folk of the dark blue waters.


Her masters disapproved of such daydreaming and berated her over the evening ale for 
such foolish thoughts. Nevertheless, she continued to converse with the folk of the dark 
blue waters; and carried the weight from teat to barn. For many years she carried on in 
this way, suffering the agonies of cruel taunts mocking her, with good humour; for she 
knew other than they.


One day, a stranger from her homeland down south in the North by the name of Akir 
came to work the fields. Over many months, although at arms' length, their friendship 
grew; for he, too, understood the powers of the sea. Akir kept his façade of camaraderie 
with the other freed men over the evening's ale.


Over many a stolen evening, Marjun and Akir laughed and joked of the escapades of the 
folk of the dark seas. Her flaming locks had caught his eye, but it was her strength that 
drew him; and they soon became something more than friends. 


Akir promised to free Marjun, but had not the funds to do so, and tearfully they were 
parted one full moon as he left to earn his fortune; swearing to return when next the moon 
was full.


Over the coming weeks, Marjun unwittingly began to show the prize she nurtured under 
her heart, and soon ran short of excuses to appease her masters; for to be caught with 
child out of wedlock was a sin, so it was decided that she must be put to death.

Slaves put out to pasture were taken to Sørvágsvatn and cast from the edge of the cliff 
where the waterfall would drown out their pleas for help.


All the way from the village, Marjun carried the stone which would ensure her death in the 
arms of the deep. On the threshold of the cliff, Marjun's protests that her lover Akir would 
return to wed her were drowned by wind and waterfall.
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As her stone was tied to her, laughing at this deranged slave, her masters pushed Marjun 
from such heights; and soon, she felt the cold embrace of the deep, dark blue of the 
waters.


As he had promised, her lover returned when the moon was full; and to his dismay, 
Marjun's former masters informed Akir of her fate. He had a ring with which to wed, and 
funds to free her; but was now at a loss what to do with them. 


Overcome by despair, Akir vowed to the folk of the dark blue waters that he would never 
love again. Too crestfallen to sail back to his homelands down south in the North, he soon 
found himself settled on the isle of Kalsoy in a new life as a fisherman.


He spent long days at sea for the catch, and like Marjun, he announced his sorrows to the  
folk of the dark blue waters. Though they could perhaps have assisted him, they were 
bound to secrecy; and for Akir, each day began to feel much like the last.


One cold night early the next year, Akir was caught in a storm; and could not find his 
landing. Much later, drenched and exhausted, he came to shore in Mikladalur; a place 
unfamiliar to his eyes. Before he could find shelter for the night, he heard the most 
beautiful soft music coming from the west; enchanted by it, he set out to investigate.


As he drew nearer to the source of this sweet music, he caught glimpses of thirteen 
beautiful women with deep red locks from behind the rocks of the bay; and here Akir 
waited, watching in a complex awe, the most beautiful dance he could ever have seen.


After a while, Akir watching in a daze from behind the rocks, these lasses joined hands 
and danced in a circle. Two steps to the left and one to the right, their circle tight began to 
speed up as the dancers chuckled and pranced, faster, faster, giggling, faster; until 
suddenly, they collapsed in a laughing heap.


Akir watched on from his vantage point with nervous intrigue. He had heard of the night 
when the selkies came to shore and took off their seal skins to dance in the moonlight; 
but he had also been taught to be afraid from the stories he heard from the other 
fishermen; both here, and back down south in the North. 
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His foot slipped, casting a rock skittering down the brae, and his presence was revealed - 
the selkies heard, and saw him before he could duck down to hide. Breaking from their 
reverie, within a moment they had surrounded the cold and still dripping wet fisherman, 
baring their teeth. 


They circled Akir menacingly, their strong and powerful bodies coiled for attack as they 
shouted suggestions for what to do with this soaken sailor.


"Knock him round the head, chuck him in the sea", said one.

"Cook him and eat him!", whispered another.

"Why cook what we can eat raw?", hissed a third.

"Shave his belly with a rusty razor", suggested another.

"He's not drunk," replied their leader, "and I think this south-mouthed landlubber is trying 
to say something."


The ladies continued to circle, but fell silent in anticipation; what might their captive have 
to say?


"I w-was j-j-just watching," stammered Akir, I m-mean n-n-no harm."

"No harm, says he," scolded a younger selkie, "all men want is a cook and a body to 
throw around the bedroom!"


"Perhaps he does," replied the leader, "but he's not going to woo anybody in those 
ridiculous wet clothes! Mayhaps we should take them from him before we cast him into 
the-"

"Wait," said Akir, "please don't cast me back in the sea! I just came from a stormy one 
there! Besides-"


"Besides what?" Interjected the lead selkie.


"I know of your folk," began Akir. "My fiancé and I know stories of the selkies, and the 
Nykur, and all the folk of the sea. We always thought we were friends."


"Fiancé? Where is she now?", asked the leader, her tempest tone somewhat calmer.
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"She was cast into Sørvágsvatn by her captors," replied Akir. "She's passed on."


The selkies ceased circling their prey, and looks of anger and malice turned to concern.


"It's terrible what the landlubbers do to us," exclaimed the leader, "but often just as 
terrible what they do to one another. 

Thankfully, this dirty dozen are younger than I, and more cautious for the wisdom I 
imparted to them."


"Yeah, don't mind our Kópakonan," continued another. "She's had some bad experiences 
and taught us well. Our mother scarcely let us come for the celebration this year, but our 
foster-father said to her, 

'Now, Marjun,'


Akir's jaw dropped.


'Now, Marjun,' he says, 'This is a tradition for our people. You were of the land-'

Akir could not believe his ears - '-but we are of the sea. Without traditions like this, our 
people never experience the challenges and risk that makes them grow strong and wise.'


"Your mother was Marjun," enquired a stricken Akir, white as a new sail, "and she was 
human?"


At this, the selkies closed ranks to whisper with one another, occasionally turning to peer 
at the shivering Akir, outside of their circle, who tried to capture a stray whispered word. 


Moments later, the conspirators parted gracefully, like water, and turned to face Akir; their 
leader Kópakonan, as the delegate between land and water, took a trembling step 
towards Akir. 

"You are the husband to be of our Marjun," she began. "The caller in the night, across the 
deep blue waters, a-vowing to never take the hand of another in wedlock; at dismay for 
your sunken hopes, yes?"
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The words of Kópakonan bit hard that they had known this, yet said nothing sooner. Such 
words brought understandable rage, coupled with the increasing window of hope they 
could only signify. After a pause, drenched and trembling, Akir's lips could only emit a 
single affirmative.


"He knows too much already," spat the younger of the selkies, "but can he be trusted?"

"I think," said Kópakonan, "we have little choice."

"What's happening," enquired Akir, "what's happened to my love?"


"I think," sighed Kópakonan, looking deep into the sailor's eyes, "you're going to have to 
trust us."


"What do you mean?", stammered Akir.


The selkies broke their circle, and with Kópakonan at the lead, they began their return to 
the dark blue waters. The younger selkies, each carrying their seal-skin, herded the 
bewildered Akir with them, singing a power ballad worthy of Journey as they went. 


'Trusting in the journey, 
Where the rivers wind; 

We're all drops in the ocean, 
Leave your cares behind.'


As they reached the threshold of the dark blue waters, the leader turned to face Akir. 
Taking his hands in hers, looking deeper into his eyes a moment; she searched the 
sailor's face to gauge his understanding. 


"You must come with us. You will never be the same, but you will be happy with your 
choice. Will you join us?"


"Are you taking me to my Marjun?"

"We can only do this if you leave your humanity behind. Do you understand?"

"Anything for my love."

"To gain something so dear to your heart, something of equal value must be lost."
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Akir understood, nodding slowly in acquiescence.


Kópakonan grinned savagely and, without warning, dragged Akir into the dark blue 
waters and thrust down into the deep. Her companions, having replaced their seal-skins, 
followed behind.


He struggled and thrashed under the water as his body reacted to the dwindling air in his 
lungs, but Kópakonan held him fast.


After a tense moments' struggle, Kópakonan gazed into his eyes and motioned for him to 
be calm. She could see the fear in his eyes, but calmed him with hers. 


After a few moments more where he clearly seemed hesitant, she took his hands and they 
exchanged an understanding. He accepted his fate that was his choice.


She leaned closer to him, and putting her lips to his, held Akir as she blew the deep 
enchantment of the dark blue waters into his lungs. 


Withdrawing, she commanded him to breathe. He heard her words, and tentatively, he 
tried, and found to his relief; not only could he hear underwater, he was able to breathe 
under the dark blue waters as easily as on the land.


The circle of selkies cheered and swam ahead giddily, as Kópakonan guided Akir to join 
them.


They swam deep, down to the bottom of the dark blue waters and soon found their 
journey joined by many others of the folk of the seas. Whales grazed gently by, seahorses 
snuggled in the hair of other selkies they passed, and a nykur looked up to see this 
strange sight, but soon went back to his meal atop a gruesome pile of the bones of men.


The party neared something of a settlement, and the younger seals swam ahead to their 
mother. Marjun came soaring out to see with her own eyes what she scarcely believed to 
be true. As she caught sight of Kópakmonan and her lost love, she stopped short in 
disbelief; but lo, they were reunited. 
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Their promises were kept, Akir had returned, and there was nothing to stand, or swim, in 
their way.


Trembling, Akir presented the ring he had held so long in dismay. 

The reunited lovers announced their vows before a congregation of underwater creatures; 
and their love for their children was equal only to their love for one another.
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